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Open Data and Parliaments 

Parliaments around the world experienced a ‘transparency rush’

Opened up large & diversified data via open data portals and APIs

Recent study showed that among 29 parliaments in Asia, Africa, 
Europe and Latin America, 86.2 % had open data policy

Unique opportunity for researchers to tackle old and new questions
based on big data and data science methods

But major challenges remain 
 Parliamentary website quality
 Cross-country data comparison



Research Example: Legislative Dataset (LegDat)

Global Corruption Observatory (GCO)

Aim: to collect all legislative data available 
on national parliamentary websites

So far collected:
300,000+ bills 

50,000+ laws

Together with 65 legislative variables:

Text of law
initiator of law (+ party affiliation)
Time spent in parliament 
Number/ names of committees involved
Final voting records 
Date  and number of modifications

….



LegDat showcase 1 

Number of bills passed by year 

% laws linked to specific economic sector: 
- We rely on text of laws
- Unique text-as-data algorithm
- Algorithm matches laws to specific 

economic sectors 

Corruption indicators over time:
- Law size/omnibus legislation
- Extraordinary procedures
- Initiator of legislation
- Modifications of laws

.



LegDat showcase 2

Who initiates legislation?

How many bills are enacted?

Clear difference between the

UK and Hungary 

While less than 20% of all bills

In the UK become law, more than 

75% of bills are enacted in Hungary

Does such differences in ’legislative 

activism’ point at differences in 

legislative quality?



Policy issue: Legislative Unpredictability

Laws need to change to account for 

societal changes and policy isssues

But frequent changes increases 

uncertainty for households and 

businesses

Legislative predictabilty: 

Law making based on minimal 

modifications over a short period of time 

Unpredictability across countries highest 

in first 20 months (2000-2020)



Impact assessments as a policy solution?

Impact assessments are a possible tool to limit negative effects of politicisation 

Politicisation of law-making includes:

- Conflicts between political and administrative levels
- Political favouritism and special interest politics
- Political uncertainty (changes in government)

Stable and predictable legislation requires high-quality laws that escapes ‘politicisation’ 

If a law went through an impact assessment, can this reduce
the risk of modifications and increase legislative predictability?



Effect of IA on Legislative Predictability

We found a statistically significant, positive effect of IAs
on legislative predictability:

- IAs reduce risk of first modification by 32-42%
- IAs reduce risk of multiple modifications by 38-49%

Positive effect of IAs particularly strong when partisanship 
in government changes (upper graphs)

Change in government usually a source of high legislative 
instability. 

IAs can reduce this instability and increase legislative 
predictability across time



Conclusion

1. Parliaments should be at the forefront of legislative open data initatives 
Open data quality still varies significantly across the world

Austria’s Digitales Parliament a role model for open data access
Researchers dependent on high quality, open data initiatives

2. LegDat Dataset and the Global Corruption Observatory 
Currently at an early stage of the project (so far 300.000+ bills collected)

Long term research endeavour with many more data updates to come 
Dedicated website (w/ open data) to be launched in Fall/Winter 2023

3. Significant potential for research-policy collaboration in Austria and beyond 
Together we can understand global legislative trends & draw lessons for national context
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